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We would like to introduce to you a product that has the potential to reduce environmental
waste, an estimated 20 to 35%. The Refrigerated Multi-Beverage Dispenser is a revolutionary
product that was carefully planned and designed to address the concerns of the 21st century.
The RMBD serves beverages using a vacuum sealed pouch, an expanding market already
existent in 6 continents and 60 countries. This market now includes alcohol beverages, wines,
mixed drinks, teas, juices, iced coffee, designer waters and dietary supplements.
Avg. Environmental Waste of Popular Beverages vs. The Disposable Pouch
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By teaming this appliance
up with the vacuum-sealed
pouch, the benefits seen are
bulk savings, prolonged
freshness of the beverage,
multiple beverage
dispensing at the touch,
countertop convenience,
along with a drastic
reduction in environmental
waste. The RMBD
appliance and the vacuumsealed pouch products will
also generate savings in
transportation, storage and
safety issues, etc.
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Another area in which the RMBD will aid the environment will be bottle corks, metal and
plastic twist top caps which generate waste which the RMBD and plastic bulk pouch purchases
will reduce. Here’s how: the pouch bulk system will enable the individual to use his or her
personal washable beverage container which will eliminate non-biodegradable waste and
generate savings for the knowledgeable industry, business owner, family and individual.
We believe that this market, along with the pressing environmental issues of today, we will not
only benefit wise consumer, but the planet as well. We offer the RMBD as an alternative to the
costly and not-so environmental friendly small beverage container. Our goal is to educate the
consumer by promoting consumer awareness and grabbing their attention as far as focusing on
our part in aiding in environmental issues.

